
Monash University and CSIRO 

announced seven joint scholar-

ships for PhD students to be of-

fered in 2013 at the New Hori-

zons Centre (NHC). 

New Horizons is scheduled to 

open in early 2013, as a globally 

competitive hub of smarter manu-

facturing technologies, processes 

and services with a rich river of 

associated science and technolo-

gy. It will transform manufacturing 

in areas relating to Future Manu-

facturing, Modelling and Simula-

tion, Biological Engineering and 

Renewable Energy. 

The centre will bring together 

scientists and engineers from 

Monash University and CSIRO 

and generate greater linkages with in-

dustry and the community.  In total 

there will be 6 scholarships available. 

Projects that are offered through the 

Department of Chemical Engineering 

are: 

―Design and demonstration of 

carbon capture systems utilising 

light-responsive CO2 systems‖ 

Supervisors: A/P Bradley Ladewig 

(Monash) & Matthew Hill (CSIRO) 

―Engineering advanced biocata-

lysts by combining directed evolu-

tion of enzyme and nanoparticle 

immobilization‖ Supervisors: Dr 

Lizhong He (Monash) & Dr Tom Peat 

(CSIRO) 
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Chemical Engineering student takes on an inspirational 
challenge 

Monash Chemical Engineering student Siobhan Kelly is 

embarking on a challenge to make a difference to the 

lives of underprivileged children in Cambodia one story 

book at a time. Siobhan is currently studying a double 

degree BEng (Chem Engi)/BPharm(Sci) and is a member 

of the Leadership in a Technological Environment (LITE) 

program.   

LITE offers students the opportunity to acquire skills and 

knowledge 

which will 

assist in 

shaping 

them as the 

leaders of 

the future. 

The three-

year, non-

award pro-

gram chal-

lenges and 

extends stu-

dents, 

providing a 

platform for 

them to ac-

quire skills 

which will 

serve them well beyond the transition from student to 

professional.  

During her summer break, Siobhan travelled through 

South East Asia  where she spent three weeks volun-

teering with a Cambodian not for profit, non-

government organisation called Children’s Action for 

Development (CAD).  The organisation is based in the 

rural communities outside the Cambodian city of Bat-

tambang, and aims to support underprivileged and vul-

nerable children through English literacy, numeracy, life 

skills, nutrition and family support programs. The core of 

the organisation is its three libraries, open to all local 

children and teenagers. 

―The libraries are critically understocked and during 

their class break the young children crowd around the 

limited number of picture books, treating them like 

treasures. These children don’t have books or toys at 

home and the CAD library is their only exposure to the 

kind of beautifully illustrated stories that lined the 

shelves of my room when I was growing up. After seeing 

this key area of need, I started to think about the box 

under my house 

filled with the 

books from my 

childhood and 

realised there 

might be lots of 

people back at 

home who, like 

me, still have 

plenty of these 

childhood sto-

ries stored in 

spare rooms 

and attics and 

under the 

house. I hoped 

to find a way to 

collect some of 

these books to 

send back to the children at CAD.‖ 

LITE students complete a Project Management work-

shop at the commencement of the third year of the pro-

gram. Following on from the workshop, teams are asked 

to choose a project which they develop and project 

manage through to conclusion. Upon sharing her stories 

with her fellow LITE members, and with the help of the 

Monash Engineering Foundation, Siobhan’s team created 

a project, calling on the help of their fellow students to 

contribute to a children’s picture book drive that will 

help underprivileged children 

in Cambodia.  
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Connecting Monash Chemical Engineering students with 
Industry  

The Society of Monash University Chemical Engineers (SMUCE) is the stu-

dent organisation responsible for linking together industry, the Monash 

Chemical Engineering Department and Monash students. Throughout the 

year, SMUCE invites industry members to talk to students about their 

company, being a chemical engineer and to inform students about possible 

career opportunities. There are also promotional opportunities available such as listing in the 

SMUCE 2013 Careers Guide. If your company 

would like to connect with SMUCE and Monash 

Chemical Engineering students, please contact 

Jerard Koon, Academic Vice 

President. 

SMUCE  

Society of Monash University Chemical Engineers 

C/O Department of Chemical Engineering,  

Building 35, Room 226  

Monash University, Clayton Campus 3800 

Jerard Koon  

Academic Vice President [2013] 
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Society of  Monash University Chemical Engineers (SMUCE) 
2013 Committee 
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President Rhett Richardson 

Vice President (Social) William Huggett 

Vice President (Academic) Jerard Koon 

Treasurer Priya Khanna 

Secretary Julia Mardjetko 

4th Year Reps Liam Cullen 

David De La Cruz 

Karinna Saxby 

3rd Year Reps Clare Keogh 

Alexandra Gummer 

James Cavallo 

2nd Year Reps Thom Nugent 

TBA 

TBA 

SMUCE office located opposite the E1-E3 lecture theatres  

(ground floor of Building 32) 

Email smuce@monashclubs.org 

Check out SMUCE on Facebook 

mailto:jwkoo3@student.monash.edu
mailto:smuce@monashclubs.org
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=2322683211
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Science to flow in Prato 

Prato is to host a school and workshop on fluid-

structure interactions., co-ordinated by the Department 

of Chemical Engineering. International scientists will con-

vene to discuss key areas of scientific interest. Invited 

speakers from  Japan, India, Australia, US and throughout 

Europe including UK, Spain, Germany, France, Nether-

lands, Italy and Romania will attend. 

'Fluid-Structure Interactions' describes the forces and 

motions that result when a solid object is acted upon by 

a fluid. 

This phenomenon occurs very often in practice. Physical 

scientists have recently become interested in describing 

this phenomenon on the microscopic and mesoscopic 

scales. For instance, blood flow in blood vessels is a per-

fect small-scale example of fluid-structure interaction. 

Workshop convenor A/P Ravi Jagadeeshan said ―they 

aim to develop a theoretical framework that enables the 

description of such interactions. To develop this frame-

work, we need to understand the physics of the phe-

nomenon. Only then can we design the appropriate 

computational algorithms that can be used to simulate it. 

To a large extent, the mathematical formulation is too 

complex for much progress to be made with only pencil 

and paper, and computers are almost inevitably required 

to solve these equations. The aim of the workshop is to 

get a lot of people together who are approaching this 

problem from different directions, so that we can ex-

change notes, record progress, identify the challenges 

and plan the future course of action,"  

 

More information is available from the conference  

http://users.monash.edu.au/~rprakash/cecam_wrkshp/

home.html 

A group of 31 engineering students from Osaka Uni-

versity in Japan were hosted by Monash College for a 

four week customized program which focused on gen-

eral English and English for engineering and science. As 

part of this program, the Faculty of En-

gineering hosted a full day of engineer-

ing activities for the visiting students, 

who also had the opportunity to tour 

Monash Engineering’s state of the art 

facilities.  The full day program aimed 

to provide an engaging engineering environment for 

the students to practice their English language skills to 

grasp and communicate technical information. The stu-

dents, who were accompanied by Japanese interpret-

ers from the Faculty of Arts and Monash College staff 

members visited a variety of facilities, including the De-

partment of Chemical Engineering food lab and the 

spray dryer. Research in Food Engineering focuses on 

the development of innovative pro-

cessing technologies, product evalua-

tion tools, and value-enhanced food 

and bio-products. Students were told 

about the research activities which 

includes applying material science and 

mathematic modelling approach in spray drying, milk 

powder characterisation, studying fouling and cleaning 

of heat exchange surface.  

Chemical Engineering welcomes students from Osaka 
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Chemical Engineering lecturer bestowed a prestigious 
invitation 

Dr Akshat Tanksale of the Department of Chemical 

Engineering was recently invited to attend the 2012 

Theo Murphy High Flyers Think Tank, held by the Aus-

tralian Academy of Science in Adelaide. 

The Academy’s annual High Flyers Think Tank aims to 

bring together researchers from a vast array of disci-

plines, to engage in thinking about cutting edge applica-

tions of existing science and technology. 

This year’s theme was about shaping a vision for the 

future of Australia’s population. The 60 participants 

worked in four groups of about 15 members, each of 

which addressed relevant questions. One of the 

groups explored what the population of Australia 

could look like in the future, another talked about the 

distribution of the population, and how resources 

could be shared, while a third group focused on ex-

ploring possible futures and how habitats could change 

over time. 

The final group outlined possible changes to the work-

force, consumption patterns and technology that could 

be implemented to ensure a sustainable future. 

Dr Akshat Tanksale was one of the 15 members in this 

final group. 

Dr Tanksale was invited to speak about his interdisci-

plinary research, in the field of nanomaterials to re-

duce human resilience on conventional fossil fuels, for 

example petroleum, which are diminishing in amount 

and are said to be responsible for climate change 

through carbon dioxide pollution.  

―This research is very challenging. There is no easy 

route to achieve a long term sustainable renewable 

energy source. It involves a multi-disciplinary approach 

to find a solution. Apart from the fundamental chemi-

cal engineering principles, my research involves break-

through science in the fields of nanomaterials and ap-

plied chemistry. This research is hugely important in 

the current socio-economic environment where re-

newable energy has become one of the top priorities 

of the very existence of human-kind. If a long term 

solution to the energy crisis and climate change prob-

lem is not solved then in the near term we face global 

economic slowdown and in the long term the rise in 

global temperatures threatens to extinguish many life 

forms, including us,‖ explains Dr Tanksale. 

Dr Tanksale joined the Department of Chemical Engi-

neering at Monash in 2011 as a Lecturer after complet-

ing a Bachelor of Engineering in the field of Chemical 

Engineering at the National Institute of Technology in 

India, and his Masters in Chemical Engineering and PhD 

in Chemical Engineering at the University of Queens-

land. 

The Department would like to congratulate Dr 

Tanksale on this prestigious honour. 

The statements made or opinions expressed in this newsletter do not necessarily reflect the views of  Monash University 
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Young Scientist Research Prize 

Mr Chiranjib Saha has been awarded 2nd place in the 

physical science category of the ―Young Scientist Re-

search Prize‖ by The Royal Society of Victoria. In total 

the society awarded eight young researchers in four 

different categories (biological science-human, biological 

science-non human, earth science and physical science).  

The Young Scientist Research Prize is awarded to PhD 

students who are in their final year of their research 

studies. Candidates are required to submit an abstract 

of their PhD research topic, with evidence such as pub-

lished papers, conference presentation, presentation in 

other open forums, research activities outside the Uni-

versity, previous industrial and other experiences in this 

field of study as well as information regarding their con-

tribution in the field of research to society. Each submis-

sion is assessed by an expert panel of scientists. Judge-

ment was based on each student’s submission, oral 

presentation and ability to answer questions by an ex-

pert panel of scientists after the oral presentation.  

Chiranjib’s research topic is ―Chemical looping combus-

tion – A new approach for easier separation of CO2 

from Victorian brown coals‖. Victoria has more than 

500 years of brown coal resources at current consump-

tion rate and these coals serve as the main energy 

source for steady economic development of the state 

and the country as well. The current mode of utilization 

of this resource for power generation is conventional 

pulverized coal combustion that results in large amounts 

of CO2 emission. Present methods for CO2 separation 

are energy intensive. Chemical looping combustion has 

attracted attention as a process for easier CO2 separa-

tion. In this project the application of chemical looping 

combustion is investigated for Victorian brown coal 

combustion with high potential of practical application.  

Chiranjib’s journal publications (7 published and 4 sub-

mitted), his presentations at conferences and at other 

energy forums (+10), industrial experience with General 

Electric in energy research, saw him go through to the 

final selection. This final stage required the eight finalists 

to give a presentation to an audience of The Royal Soci-

ety of Victoria members and guests. This project was 

selected as the runner up of the Young Scientist Re-

search Prize in category of physical science due to the 

technical feasibility for practical application in the fore-

seeable future. The candidates received their awards at 

the 27th September 2012 dinner presentation.  

How time flies! 

Visiting the CSIRO Animal, Food & Health Sciences, 

Food Processing Centre at Werribee, hosted by Rod 

Smith and Filip  Janakievski, the all gowned up 4th year 

design class takes time out to pose for a group photo. It 

only seems like yesterday that the staff of Chemical Engi-

neering was welcoming these fresh faced 2nd year stu-

dents to the Department — now we are wishing them 

all the best in their future careers! Good luck everyone. 

 

The statements made or opinions expressed in this newsletter do not necessarily reflect the views of  Monash University 
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David Barling continues his marathon challenge  

As part of his PhD research program in Chemical En-

gineering and Pharmaceuticals, David travelled to the 

UK for two months to conduct research at the Uni-

versity of Birmingham and to visit several companies 

including GlaxoSmithKline and Hosokawa in relation 

to ongoing external projects. While in the UK David 

entered two marathons; the Guernsey Marathon and 

the Loch Ness Marathon.  

David Barling ran the Guernsey Marathon, his first 

ever, on the 26th August 2012 - given bib number 26 

as it was his 26th birthday on the day. Guernsey is the 

second largest of the Channel Islands, nestling in the 

bay of St. Malo and only 30 miles from France and 70 

miles from the south coast of England. "I've always 

been interested in visiting Guernsey - and what better 

way to see it than on foot! The weather for the mara-

thon was fantastic and there were beautiful views of 

the ocean and surrounding landscape throughout the 

course. There were also two other Australians run-

ning in the small field of 130. The most amazing thing 

about the race was the support of the local crowd, 

many of them recognising my bib number and stop-

ping to wish me a happy birthday in their cars and on 

the sidelines. I even had ―Happy Birthday‖ sung to me 

as I crossed the finish line!‖. In his first race David 

managed to finish in the top half of the field with a 

time of 4:14 and featured in the Guernsey Press the 

following day.  

The second marathon whilst in the UK was held a 

month later along Loch Ness in Scotland. The race 

followed the entire length of the Loch, finishing along 

the River Ness as it passed through the town of In-

verness. ―The weather was again spectacular and the 

views were amazing! I can believe the hype that this 

race is one of the most scenic in the UK. The field 

was much larger this time with over 3,000 competi-

tors but it was easier to keep a good pace as there 

were plenty of people to run with. Unfortunately I 

was unable to confirm that the Loch Ness Monster 

exists, despite spending hours looking!‖ David 

achieved a personal best time of 3:56, placing in the 

top 30% of the field. 

On the weekend of returning back from the UK Da-

vid also competed in the Melbourne Marathon to 

complete a challenge of 3 mara-

thons in 7 weeks. Despite bat-

tling a cold David was able to 

finish the race in under 5 hours 

and is proud of capping off a 

successful debut year of distance 

running. The year also included 

several half marathons earlier in 

the year in preparation for the 

UK. David’s next challenge is to 

compete in Tough Mudder 2013 

in January.  

The statements made or opinions expressed in this newsletter do not necessarily reflect the views of  Monash University 
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David (middle), and two other Australians Goji (left) and Karen (right) after the Guern-

sey Marathon 
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Eureka! Awards success for Chemical Engineering Researchers for 
Bioactive Paper Diagnostics 

Congratulations to the Chemical Engineering Monash 

Research Team who were recognised at the 2012 Aus-

tralian Museum Eureka Prizes Awards Dinner. The 

Awards Dinner was held in Sydney on Tuesday 28 Au-

gust at the Royal Hall of Industries and was attended 

by many of Australia's top thinkers, politicians and ce-

lebrities. There were fifty-six finalists who vied for top 

honours and a share of more than $180,000. 

The winners of the 23rd Australian Museum Eureka 

Prizes are a testament to the imagination and innova-

tion driving Australian science today," said Frank 

Howarth, Director of the Australian Museum. 

The Australian Museum Eureka Prizes are the coun-

try's most comprehensive national science awards, 

honouring excellence across the four categories of 

Research and Innovation, Leadership and Commerciali-

sation, Science Communication and Journalism, and 

School Science. 

The research team, led by Associate Professor Wei 

Shen, and colleague Professor Gil Garnier was award-

ed the Eureka prize in the category ―Innovative Use of 

Technology‖. This category is awarded to an Australi-

an individual, group or organisation that has used new 

or existing technology in an innovative way that has 

significantly improved the outcome of their research.  

Through their research, the team have successfully 

developed a low-cost bioactive paper device for blood 

typing tests. Inspired by Harry Potter, the test quickly 

spells out your blood type in written text on paper 

enabling non-professional users to interpret the test 

results.  Associate Professor Wei Shen, was equally 

delighted and honoured to receive this award. "The 

hard work and creativity of the team is being recog-

nised. This recognition is particularly important to the 

student members of the team, since they are Austral-

ia's engineering future. This recognition may enable 

our research to get future support and involvement of 

Australian industries to develop this novel concept 

into products for use in developing countries. This 

recognition also gives us an opportunity to communi-

cate with university students and even secondary 

school students, that simple ideas may have the poten-

tial to improve the world health." 

But wait…that is 

not all! The awards 

success for this 

Chemical Engineer-

ing research group 

continued at the 

IChemE 2012 

Awards. The 

Monash University Surface Engineering Group has won 

the ―Dhirubhai Ambani Chemical Engineering Innova-

tion for Resource-Poor People Award‖ at the IChemE 

awards. The group was also nominated in two other 

categories ―The Health and Safety Award‖ sponsored 

by Shell and ―The Innovative Product of the Year 

Award‖ sponsored by AstraZeneca. The group’s sub-

mission was based on the Harry Potter inspired blood 

typing device, which won the research group the Eure-

ka Prize in August 2012.  The IChemE 2012 Awards 

were presented at the 2012 Awards Dinner on 1 No-

vember at the Mercure Picca-

dilly Hotel in Manchester, UK.  

NSTO CEO Dr Adi Paterson (centre) with 2012 Eureka Prize 

winners for Innovative Use of Technology: Associate Professor Wei 

Shen (Left of Dr Paterson) and his Monash University team 

including Professor Gil Garnier, Dr Xu Li, Junfei Tian, David 

Ballerini, Miaosi Li and Lizi Li.  

Photo courtesy of the Australian Museum Eureka Prizes and 

photographer Daniel O’Doherty. 
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2012 was a fantastic year for SMUCE with the club 

continuing to support our student members and De-

partment. We held a number of industry seminars, and 

unit feedback evaluations. The year culminated with 

the Academic Dinner at La Di Da; truly a night to   

remember! 

We would like to take the opportunity to thank the 

staff of the Department of Chemical Engineering for all 

of their support, the 2012 SMUCE committee for all of 

their time and efforts during the numerous events and 

to all of our SMUCE members who help make the club 

a success. 

A new SMUCE Committee was elected during the Oc-

tober AGM. The enthusiasm, experience and dedica-

tion of our team will ensure that 2013 is bigger and 

better than ever. Finally the SMUCE team would like 

to wish you all the best for the end of the year and 

happy holidays! 

Signing off for 2012… 

The SMUCE Team 

SMUCE Review 
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Harriet Rappell - BEng(Chem Eng)/BPharm(Sci) 

Harriet Rappell is 

currently in her 

third year of a Bach-

elor of Engineering 

in the field of 

Chemical Engineer-

ing and Bachelor of 

Pharmaceutical Sci-

ence, just one of 

the many engineer-

ing double degree 

courses that 

Monash University 

offer. 

Having enjoyed maths and chemistry during high 

school, Harriet knew what she wanted to study at Uni-

versity. 

―I chose Chemical Engineering as my field. I really en-

joy the aspects of generating and monitoring large-

scale chemical processes like reactions, conversions 

and distillations. I selected it before I got in to the En-

gineering degree as Chemistry was, and still is, one of 

my favourite topics. ― 

Harriet believes Monash is an excellent choice for 

studying engineering. 

 

―The reputation of the Engineering faculty for having 

some of the best teaching and resources in Australia 

made me choose Monash University, as well as the 

unique opportunity to add a specific science course, 

like Pharmaceutical science.‖ 

Earlier this year, Harriet received the Jacob’s Scholar-

ship for her high achievements in her studies and 

earned a place on the Dean’s Honour Roll. 

―My advice to prospective engineering students is to 

talk to as many Professional, Research, Graduate and 

Undergrad Engineers as you can, to get an idea of what 

it’s like at each stage to see if it’s for you.‖ 

After graduating, Harriet would like to work in the 

refinery or pharmaceutical industry as a Process Engi-

neer. 
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Monash is a World Top 100 university 

The statements made or opinions expressed in this newsletter do not necessarily reflect the views of  Monash University 

Monash is ranked among the best 100 institutions in 

the world, according to results released by the Times 

Higher Education magazine. 

The University has significantly improved in almost 

every category, climbing 79 places in just three years 

to be ranked at 99. 

Research success was evident with increases in re-

search volume, income and reputation. 

Vice-Chancellor Professor Ed Byrne said the Universi-

ty had earned a rightful place in the Top 100. 

"The continuous and impressive improvement in rank-

ings, which Monash has shown over the last three 

years, is a reflection of the excellence of our product. 

That is, the impact and relevance of our research and 

the quality of our graduates," Professor Byrne said.  

"Our talented staff are competing on the world stage 

in terms of research outcomes and delivering a world-

class education to thousands of students. Further, we 

are building fruitful international links and increasing 

our engagement with industry. 

Monash has performed strongly in the three major 

international university rankings in recent years. In the 

QS World Rankings, the University is rated at 61 and, 

earlier this year, it achieved its best ever result of 137 

in the Academic Ranking of World Universities, com-

piled by Shanghai Jiao Tong University. For further in-

formation, see the Times Higher Education website 
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Gold goes green at Monash 

Associate Professor Wenlong Cheng and his team 

have created the thinnest possible membrane for use 

in energy, environment and healthcare applications 

using ultrathin hydrophobic gold nanowires.  

Membranes are vital components in various tasks that 

are used on a day to day basis. One such task is that of 

seawater desalination, a crucial process to supply fresh 

water to the wider community. In this case, the thin 

membrane will lower the pressure required for filtra-

tion, therefore minimising energy costs, making it a 

much more efficient process. 

There have been constant efforts in the research com-

munity to fabricate the thinnest possible membranes.  

Associate Professor Wenlong Cheng and his team 

have developed a simple, yet efficient, ―bottom-up‖ 

approach to fabricate giant 2.5-nm-thick metallic nano-

membranes. They termed these membranes ―giant‖ 

nanomembranes, due to their apparent conflicting 

characteristics - nanoscale thickness and macroscopic 

lateral dimensions, corresponding to an aspect ratio of 

above 1 million. 

The giant gold nanomembranes reported here is the 

thinnest version of metallic membranes known to date. 

Professor Cheng said such novel ultrathin membranes 

are prime candidates to be used in future green indus-

try by reducing material usage and lowering energy 

cost. 

Giant Gold Nanowire Superlattice Nanomembrane 

http://www.timeshighereducation.co.uk/world-university-rankings/


NEWS in brief….. 

 Ms Parama Chakraborty Banerjee Awarded Doctor of Philosophy Title of thesis: Laser surface melting and 

application of silane coating to improve the corrosion resistance of ZE41 magnesium alloy 

 A/P Sankar Bhattacharya received an Invitation to attend the IPCC WG III Expert Review Meeting for AR5 in 

Washington D.C., USA, from August 6th – 8th, 2012. Sankar was invited to act as an expert reviewer for IPCC's upcoming  

report on climate change mitigation. IPCC is a prestigious international body (recipient of 2007 Nobel peace prize) who 

produce technical and policy reports for the UN and its member countries. http://www.ipcc.ch/. Sankar Bhattacharya has 

also been successful in the Australia-China Low Emission Coal Technology  scheme.  He has attracted an eight-month visiting 

fellowship for an ECR from China to work here from January 2013. In addition Sankar has received a $35000 grant for 

holding a low-emission coal workshop with Tsinghua and Southeast Universities at Monash which was supplemented by a 

$15000 grant from BCIA and in-kind support from companies as well. Sankar will also be attending the 6th Australia China 

JCG Meeting in Hangzhou as project leader. 

 Dr Lian Zhang has been awarded the 2012 Australia China Emerging Future Leaders in Low Emissions Coal Technology 

Fellowship. This Fellowship supplies travel funding to facilitate visits between leading experts in China and Australia to 

advance technological exchange and knowledge transfer. Lian will be able to visit new and existing collaboration partners, 

and attend the 6th Australia China JCG Meeting in Hangzhou, with informal networking and cultural exchange opportunities. 

The importance of establishing closer collaboration between researchers and industry of both countries in low emission coal 

technology is paramount and international collaboration enhances the R&D and helps promote innovation and 

commercialisation. Lian already has a prestigious ARC Future Fellowship, and this latest fellowship demonstrates how he 

continues to add achievements to his research career. 

 Mr Saad Al-Saadi won 1st place and Mr Chiranjib Saha received 2nd place at 2nd Annual Chemical Engineering 

Conference Award organized by CEPA at Monash University.  

 Mr Steven Wang has been awarded the Joint Research Engagement (JRE) Grant - Engineering Cadetships. The JRE Grant - 

Engineering Cadetships supports the research training costs associated with higher degree by research. To be eligible for the 

Cadetships, Steven’s research needed to involve a combination of formal research training with the university and hold 

concurrent employment with a business to carry out R&D activities. 

 Mr Stephen Viduka won the IMPC2012 Young Author Award (intentional minerals processing conference [IMPC]), for his 

paper on DEM - CFD investigation of jigging separation of minerals. 

 Professor David V. Boger has been awarded the Distinguished Engineering Alumni Award from the Bucknell Engineering 

Alumni Association. 

 Professor Gil Garnier and Dr Des Richardson won the ―2012 Jasper Mardon Memorial Prize‖ for Best Paper at the 66th 

Appita Conference & Exhibition for the co-authored paper  'Process factors affecting colloid stability and deposit formation 

in manufacture of newsprint from TMP and recycled fibre". 

 Professor Robert Johnston won the ―The Ken Maddern Award for the best paper appearing in Appita Journal in 2011‖ 

for this paper ―The development of an ultrasonic measurement for the prediction of paper strength properties  Part 1 and 

Part 2‖. 

 Mr Sharmen Rajendran won 2nd place in the The Australian Institute of Energy (AIE) Postgraduate Student Awards. 

Sharmen will be representing Melbourne at the National level at the AIE National Conference ―Australia's Energy Future: Air 

Water Fire Earth. Spoiled for Choice?‖, to be held in Sydney on 19-20 November. 

 Professor Mike Allen is visiting from Warwick University. Mike's research area is in the computer simulations of 

condensed matter systems at the molecular level, with most current activity focused on liquids, liquid crystals and 

nanoparticle fluids. During his time at the Department. Mike will be collaborating with Wenlong 

Cheng and also providing some theoretical input into the understanding of self-assembly of  

nanoparticles with adjustable sizes and shapes which  Professor Karen Hapgood is working on.  
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Other Information…... 

End of  year Departmental function 

William Ricketts Sanctuary and The Cuckoo Restaurant 

Date: 14/12/2012, Time: from 10.00 AM, Cost: $10 each 

Travel by bus (leaving Clayton Campus around 10am) to 

William Ricketts Sanctuary, Dandenong Ranges for a 1 hour 

walk through the park. Then on to The Cuckoo Restaurant 

for lunch (live music, singing/dancing  =  lots of fun!), 

returning to the Clayton campus by late afternoon. 

Registration is open for 2 weeks only (Monday 26 

November until Friday 7 December 2012). When you 

register, please ensure that you include the following 

information: Email address, your mobile phone number and 

Monash ID. We will have our usual prizes and a visit from 

Santa. 

This invitation is for departmental staff, postgrad students, occupational trainees and academic visitors only (no 

Discounted travel insurance for staff, alumni and their families 
Monash University has negotiated heavily discounted travel insurance rates with ACE Insurance Limited for 

employees, alumni and their families when travelling domestically or internationally on holidays.   

Company participation? 

Holidays / closedown dates 

Last working day for 2012  

 Friday 21 December 

First Working Day for 2013 

 Thursday 3 January 

 Would your company like to offer any of the following? 

 Vacation Work Experience to our undergraduate students 

 Graduate Positions (Undergraduate and Postgraduate) 

 Speak to undergraduate students at a lunch time seminar about 

your company 

 Become a corporate sponsor or donate a student prize 

 

Would you like to receive future issues of ChemEng Focus? If so, please 

email lilyanne.price@monash.edu  and we will add you to our newsletter 

mailing list.  

Department of Chemical Engineering  

Monash University 

PO Box 36 

Clayton Victoria 3800 

Tel: +61 3 9905 1872  

Fax: +61 3 9905 5686 
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